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Influenza Pandemic in Germany
2020
Scenarios and Action Options

1 Introduction
By the end of the 1970s the major health organizations
considered severe epidemics/pandemics to be a thing of
the past. The last severe influenza pandemic, called Hong
Kong flu 1,2, occurred 1968/69.
Today, however, old and new infectious diseases need to
be considered anew as a definite problem. This view is
mainly based on the increase and often rapid spread of
such pathogens in consequence of current and future
globalization, together with corresponding lifestyle habits.
Globally, about two billion people a year travel by air; in
2010 the number of air traffic passengers was more than
2.5. 3 65% of the global population live in cities and towns,
one third of these under insufficient hygienic conditions. 4,5
Moreover, million tons of goods are transported globally
each year.
Transport, urbanisation, migration currents and livestock
factory farming can contribute to the conditions which
promote the (further) development and spread of
infectious pathogens. Under these conditions, pathogens
can become resistant to therapy, or new types of



pathogens can evolve. It is believed that 38 new pathogens have arisen in the past 25 years, with 70% being
zoonotic diseases caused by pathogens that spread from
animal to human. 6
In 2002/2003 the global spread of the SARS virus (Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome-associated corona virus) was
observed, followed in 2005/2006 by the outbreak of the
Chikungunya virus on La Réunion. These past events have
demonstrated which effects and consequences have to be
expected if the (pandemic) spread of dangerous pathogens
occurs.
Furthermore, in the more recent past, experience with the
pandemic influenza H1N1 (“swine flu”) in 2009 and 2010
has shown in Germany how quickly almost everyone can
be directly or indirectly affected by the effects of an
influenza outbreak. This influenza was relatively mild
compared to other influenza pandemics, corresponding
more to a medium seasonal influenza. 7 However, a new
pandemic influenza can occur at any time, with a
potentially severe impact that requires comprehensive
readiness.
The project “Influenza Pandemic in Germany 2020 Scenarios and Action Options” looked at this group of
topics in the long term, in order to analyse which
challenges will lie ahead in the distant future and to point
out possible options for improved readiness for the next
pandemic.
During the next ten years the social, technological and
organizational conditions impacting on the progress of a



pandemic influenza will change decisively. Thus, a
timeframe of about +10 years was chosen for the study.
Among the changes in relevant influence factors are the
broad use of new lines of communication (e. g. Twitter,
etc.) and the demographic shift. In many cases, it is already
possible to assess these changes with sufficient reliability,
although this would not be possible for longer forecast
periods. Additionally, the high pressure on society and
government to act argue against extended timeframes. No
one knows exactly when Germany will next be faced with
a new severe pandemic influenza.
During the project consistent scenarios were developed
based on the different forms of expression of such
influencing factors. The scenario analysis identified factors
and environmental changes, which will have intensive
influence on the progress and impact of a pandemic influenza in 2020.
The development of these scenarios is intended to contribute to preparing different options of action which can be
activated both preventively and in acute cases.



2 Method
The scenario technique was used to achieve the purpose
set out above.
The term scenario development is often used as a parallel
to the intuitive and arbitrary creation of pictures for the
future, comparable for example to the approach of science
fiction authors. In contrast, this project is based on the
methodically profound scenario technique, as used in the
context of future research. Based on the systematic
analysis of relevant influencing factors, key factors and
directions of development, consistent alternative pictures
of the future are developed for selected topics. These serve
as foresight preparation for different possible future
developments in order to react in a timely manner – also
preventively – instead of only being able to react in an
acute situation. This scenario thinking usually leads directly
into new strategies or into the conception of several
packages of measures which can be pulled from the shelf
when the need arises.
During the scenario process, the following steps were
taken:
I.

II.

Scenario preparation: The objective and the field of
interest were defined. For structuring the field of
interest, corresponding fields of influence were
identified.
Analysis of the scenario field: Influence factors
were investigated within the fields of influence and
a detailed catalogue of descriptions was generated.
Subsequently, the factors were scored pair-wise in



III.

IV.

an impact matrix, regarding their relevance for the
objective. With the help of a four-stage scale [0 – 1
– 2 – 3], the influence of factor A on factor B was
assessed in a direction-dependent manner. “0”
represents no influence of one factor on the other
factor of a pair, “3” represents a very strong influence. The influence is an asymmetric relation
between A and B. Therefore, it is important to
maintain the direction of assessment throughout
the entire matrix. The successive assessment
“column to line” or “line to column” is free as far
as the following analysis considers the chosen
direction.
Based on this assessment, an algorithmic analysis
of the influences was conducted using the Software “ZTC-Futurescenes” of “Zukünftige Technologien Consulting (ZTC) der VDI-TZ GmbH” to investigate the direct and indirect influences of all
factors on the overall system and especially to
identify factors with active and dynamic effect on
the system.
Scenario prognosis: During this step possible
projections of the future (visions) to 2020 were
developed for each key factor. Two to five projections were defined per factor.
Scenario construction: During this process the
consistency analysis and the calculation of
scenarios were performed. With help of a consistency matrix, the key factors and projections
were analysed for consistency pair-wise, using a
five-step scale (-2 to +2) for the assessment. Pairs



with factors that made co-existence in a future
scenario inconceivable were given a score of -2.
Pairs whose factors can exist well in parallel or
support each other mutually were given a score of
+2. The following table shows the underlying scale:

Table 1: Five-step scale for the assessment of consistency

-2
-1
0
1
2

Complete inconsistency: both projections are
mutually exclusive and cannot exist together in
one plausible scenario
Partial inconsistency: both projections interact;
simultaneous occurrence impairs plausibility of the
scenario
Neutral or independent: both projections do not
interact and their occurrence does not affect
plausibility of the scenario
Both projections can exist well in one scenario,
they can be mutually supportive.
Very strong mutual support: with the incidence of
one projection the occurrence of the other
projection can be envisaged.

In contrast to the direction-dependent impact
matrix, the consistency matrix followed a symmetric pattern, since the mutual existence of one
pair of projections of the future was assessed.
Based on the numerous influencing factors with, in
turn, several options of development, the combinatorial number of the resulting pictures of the
future was very high and it was not possible to
cope without the support of a software tool
(example: 20 factors, each with 3 options for



development result in 320 = 3.486.784.401 combinations). The purpose of the software used was the
systematic generation of different consistent
pictures of the future/scenarios in order to offer a
profound basis for strategic considerations.
The calculation of consistent scenarios pursued two
objectives. First, inconsistent pairs of factors were
identified and the connected scenarios were
filtered out. Second, the remaining consistent
scenarios were determined and their specific sums
of consistence were calculated. Each single
scenario consisted of a specific combination of key
factor projections. The sum of all key factor pairs of
this scenario gives the sum of consistency; the
more consistent the scenario, the higher its sum.
To calculate consistent scenarios, the software
used analyses all theoretically possible scenarios,
using specific algorithms and parallelized calculations in a computer cluster by complete enumeration.
The elements of the bulk of consistent scenarios
differed from each other. Each scenario is unique,
although clusters of similar scenarios can be
identified. If a specific combination of projections is
determined as a cluster characteristic, all scenarios
with the corresponding properties are sorted. If
additional projections are fixed, the cluster diminishes and the scenarios contained become
more specific. Thereby, for example, the scenario
with the highest sum of consistency can be found
in a certain cluster of scenarios. Furthermore, the



V.

VI.

reciprocal way can be chosen as well, determining
specific scenario properties. This approach was
chosen in this study. The following characteristics
were determined as scenario properties and
combined to filters:
- scenario: »medium crisis«
- scenario: »ensuring public safety despite crisis«
- scenario: »poor crisis communication«
- scenario: »good communication during the
crisis«
For each of these filters, selected projections were
determined leading to such scenario properties via
the neuralgic key factors.
With the chosen filter criteria, a selection of
specific scenarios was sorted from the total number of consistent scenarios. These raw scenarios,
each with their specific set of key factor projections, were subsequently translated into pictures
for the future.
Scenario implications: An expert workshop was
conducted to discuss possible implications of the
scenarios selected.
Development of strategies was derived from the
scenarios and the implications discussed during the
same workshop. Objectives and options of action
were defined.

Besides the workshop, experts from research, medicine
and civil protection were involved during the project to determine influencing factors and their projections as well as
for validation of the acquired catalogue of descriptions
(step II) by interview or in written form.



The following figure summarizes the scenario development
process conducted:

Figure 1: Overview of the phases of the scenario process.



3 Results
3.1

Fields of Influence, Factors of Influence, Key
Factors and Projections

In preparing the scenarios, six fields of influence were
identified for the field of interest »pandemic influenza«:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

critical infrastructures
civil protection
technology/medicine
communication/information of the public
society and population
political and economic conditions

Interest field analysis was structured on the basis of these
fields of influence. For the detailed characterisation of the
field of interest, influencing factors were worked out for
each field of influence. 50 influencing factors were
identified and later confirmed and complemented in 11
interviews with experts. In sum, 76 influencing factors
were identified, for which a detailed catalogue of
descriptions was prepared. Subsequently, the factors were
scored pair-wise regarding their relevance for the issue of a
pandemic influenza and reduced to crucial key factors.





Figure 2: Segment of
the impact matrix.

On the basis of the scoring, 30 key factors were identified
by algorithmic impact analysis using the “ZTCFuturescenes” software. 21 factors were directly chosen, a
further six were discussed and chosen as well, either
because of being strategically relevant for the question
and/or being highly rated by the software.
Two to five projections were developed for each of these
27 key factors, meaning future options which could be
conceivable for a factor during the next eight years. The
projections were evaluated by experts from the fields of
pandemics and civil protection.
Table 2: 27 key factors and their projections

Key Factor
1. drinking water supply

2. food supply

Projection
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.

3. electric power supply

c.
d.
a.
b.

4. fuel supply

c.
d.

unlimited
regionally or temporarily limited
completely down
unlimited
regionally, temporarily or range
of goods limited
completely down
unlimited ensured
hours to days temporarily or
regionally limited
down; functionally only in
important/key facilities/entities
completely down
unlimited ensured
fuel supply ensured for goods
traffic and public safety bodies
fuel supply ensured for public
safety bodies
completely down



Key Factor

5. availability of
communication
networks

6. human resources of
public safety bodies
7. training of disaster
prevention &
management for
clinical and health
services
8. ordered restriction of
mobility

Projection
a. unlimited ensured
b. communication ensured for
public safety bodies
c. communication for public
safety bodies temporarily or
regionally limited
a. no staff shortages
b. noticeable staff shortages
c. profound staff shortages
a. ubiquitous and adequate scope
b. not ubiquitous and only limited
scope
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.

9. distribution of
technical equipment

c.

d.

10.innovation ability of
public safety bodies

11.gathering of situational
pictures and reporting

e.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.

not restricted
considerably restricted
severely restricted
central stocks, indiscriminate
all-around distribution
central stocks, defined strategy
for distribution
decentralised stocks,
indiscriminate all-around
distribution
decentralised stocks, defined
strategy for distribution
no strategy for distribution
very high innovation ability
high innovation ability
low innovation ability
real-time and high quality
partly delayed or fragmentary
with changing quality
imprecise and mostly low
quality



Key Factor
12. morbidity in Germany

13. fatalities

14. hospitalisations

15. risk of infection

16. availability of
vaccination

17. drug treatment

Projection
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
b.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.

18. priority list for
vaccination

19. supply of drugs,
disinfectants, etc.
20. actual immunization
rate
21.communication
between authorities
and the public

b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.

5 million patients
24 million patients
40 million patients
8-10 million dead
1 million dead
103,000 dead
5,000-15,000 dead
over-allocated hospitals
full utilization of hospitals
hospitals not fully utilized
low infection risk
medium infection risk
high infection risk
available in the early days of
the pandemic
available at pandemic peak
available after the pandemic
exists
during a therapeutic timeframe
of 36-48 hours
does not exist
prioritisation of medical staff
and population
prioritisation for medical staff,
not for population
no prioritisation
stocks for up to 12 weeks
stocks for maximum of two
weeks
stocks for two days
< 15%
40%
> 80%
optimal
in part delayed, fragmented or
intermittent



Key Factor

Projection
c. frequently delayed, fragmented
or intermittent

22.communication
between authorities
and public sectors via
news media

23. mood of the public

24.abuse of situation by
criminals, extremists

25. (inter-)national
cooperation
26.decision-making and
responsibilities
structure in Germany

27.pandemic influenza
readiness in the public
administration

a. level-headed and factual
b. partly interest based and
polemic
c. mostly interest based and
affective
a. calm and sober-minded
b. desensitised and ignorant
against existing risks
c. uncertain and scared
d. very heated atmosphere
a. sporadic and regionally limited
b. more frequent and increasingly
trans-regional
c. very frequent and throughout
Germany
a. unlimited cooperation
b. limited cooperation
c. no cooperation
a. consistent national crisis
management system
b. no consistent crisis
management system
a. comprehensive pandemic
influenza readiness
b. fragmented pandemic
influenza readiness
c. no pandemic influenza
readiness

The key factors and projections were analysed pair-wise for
consistency with usage of the consistency matrix. Based on
this, consistent scenarios were calculated with help of the
scenario software.





Figure 3: Segment
of the consistency
matrix.

With their respective projections, the 27 key factors were
combined to a theoretically possible future space of 17
trillion scenarios. From these, 3.9 billion consistent
scenarios were filtered out.

3.2

Selection of Scenarios by filtering Criteria

By applying criteria sets, three scenarios were selected
from the approx. four billion consistent scenarios. Besides
the consistency of a scenario, characteristics such as the
probability of a projection, the amount of difference
between scenarios, and strategically relevant scenario
cluster properties were applied.
The scenarios were selected according to the following
criteria:
One scenario should be characterised by high probability
and high consistency at the same time. The sum of the
projections should, in combination with the respective
value of consistency, be the highest throughout all
scenarios.
A second scenario should be a typical trend scenario with
high consistency. This scenario should exhibit the lowest
divergence in comparison to the most frequently existing
projections of the single key factors throughout all
scenarios.
A third scenario should be characterised by high
consistency and moreover have its focus on properties
which display optimal state readiness.



3.3

Fully developed Pictures of the Future

On the basis of the sets of criteria applied, the following
three scenarios were selected and described as fully
developed pictures of the future:

3.3.1

Scenario 1: “Signs of crisis despite manageable
pandemic influenza incident”

In 2020 a global influenza pandemic reaches Germany.
Five million Germans become infected, resulting in 5,00015,000 fatalities. Although this represents a relatively low
extent of the pandemic in Germany – similar numbers are
also not unusual for seasonal influenza – severe problems
arise: the population is uncertain and frightened. The
hospitals are overcrowded. To which factors do these crisis
characteristics stem from?
They are not due to critical infrastructure failure such as in
the energy, drinking water, food or fuel supplies. These are
not especially affected by the pandemic, for example
through staff shortages due to sickness. Neither is the
uncertainty of the population related to any destabilisation
of public safety. Crisis exploitation, by looting or a rise in
crime for instance, can be prevented by the police.
Do medical readiness and pandemic management
contribute to the onset of the crisis? Medical readiness for
the disaster was fully comprehensive. Drug treatment with
virostatics is available within 36-48 hours of the onset of
the disease. Vaccination is available for the majority of the
population at the peak of the first pandemic wave.



Because of lessons learned from the pandemic in other
parts of the world, corresponding preparations were
made. The availability of the vaccine is an obvious
advantage, since the risk of infection is high. Owing to the
fear of infection, vaccination willingness increases; the
actual immunization rate is 40%.
Even so, the hospitals are overcrowded, which points to
the possibility of insufficient capacities in 2020, especially
in intensive care units.
To what extent are public safety bodies prepared for the
pandemic and can they manage it successfully?
Decision makers and functionaries are not very willing to
implement innovative technologies and strategies for civil
protection. No strategy exists for distributing and
stockpiling technical equipment, or for the effective
management of resources and logistics for the affected
regions and hospitals. It is not possible to get the full
benefit of high-quality situation reports in real time.
Despite comprehensive pandemic preparedness plans in
public administration, implementation falls short –
especially locally – because of the lack of coordination:
there is no consistent national crisis management.
Collaboration between the Federal German administration
and the 16 Laender (federal states) shows gaps in
responsibilities
and
decision-making.
International
cooperation in cross-border disaster management is
limited, as well. The public safety bodies cannot fully do
their job because of staff shortages owing to employee
sickness.



An essential factor behind this critical atmosphere is the
state of communication between the authorities and the
public. It is partially fragmented and delayed, and the
population
feels
badly
informed.
New
media
communication from the political front and internet users
is partly interest-driven and polemic, which does not
disallow for clarification or a confidence-building
information flow.





Figure 4: Scenario 1 “Signs
of crisis despite manageable pandemic influenza
incident”. A flow of supply
and crisis management is
basically present. Information
reaches the authorities in realtime and the corresponding
measures follow. However,
instead of regulation at a
higher level, they are initiated
at district or local authority
level. A border-crossing crisis
management concept does
not exist.

Drinking water, energy, food and fuel supplies are assured. The
hospitals are overcrowded. The public is furious about bad
communication and the lack of information. (BOS, Behörden und
Organisationen mit Sicherheitsaufgaben: German public safety bodies)

3.3.2

Scenario 2: “Poor preparation leads to crisis in
Germany”

A pandemic leads to significant crisis symptoms in
Germany: the hospitals are overcrowded, supermarket
stocks become depleted and mobile phone networks break
down. The people do not know how to behave –
information from the authorities comes too late and is
fragmented. 24 million people contract the influenza virus.
How does this crisis develop?
There is no nationwide disaster training for medical staffs
and hospital capacities cannot cater for the rising number
of patients, especially since too few intensive care units are
available. The consequence is overcrowded hospitals.
103,000 people die from the pandemic influenza, a
number considerably greater than the seasonal influenza
fatality rate. The high risk of infection and the
unavailability of vaccination before the end of the
pandemic cause further problems. For these reasons,
medical staff and security forces are given vaccination
priority. All in all, fewer than 15% of the population are
vaccinated.
In order to combat the pandemic, drug treatment by
virustatics, with a timeframe of 36-48 hours after onset of
the disease, is available. The stock in hospitals for such
drugs and additional medical equipment is sufficient for
two weeks.



Because employees are infected or have to take care of
infected family relatives, there are shortfalls in important
infrastructures such as the food and fuel supply, and
communication networks become limited. With panic
buying, the regional food supply fails or the range of
goods is limited. Fuel and communication networks are
only available for public safety bodies.
The public safety bodies also have noticeable staff
shortages, which limits their operational capacity. Low precrisis innovation is one reason for the lack of technology
and organizational structures for managing the crisis.
Situation monitoring is delayed and partly fragmented. A
consistent national crisis management system does not
exist and there are pandemic preparedness plan shortfalls
at local administration level. Technical equipment such as
medical disposables is distributed indiscriminately on a
blanket basis without any clear prioritisation criteria.
Even so, restricted population mobility, e. g. because of
curfews, helps to limit the spread of the pandemic.
Mistakes happen in the communication between
authorities and the public. Based on the frequently delayed
and incomplete information, the bad crisis management
and the failure in the infrastructures, a strongly heated the
atmosphere exists. The people are in panic and react
uncontrollable.
One reason why this none-too-severe pandemic triggers a
medium-level crisis may be the lack of thorough planning
and civil protection measures.





Figure 5: Scenario 2 “Poor
preparation leads to crisis
in Germany”. There is no
supply flow or crisis management. Instead, crisis management is disorganised and
uncoordinated. General supply
through public safety bodies is
decentralised and without any
prioritisation criteria. Hospitals
do not have capacity for the
rising numbers of patients.
Moreover, drug supplies are
soon exhausted. The death toll
reaches 103,000. Less than
15% of the population is
vaccinated.
Panic
buying,
restricted infrastructures such
as telecommunications and
resultant public anger lead to
a highly-charged atmosphere.
(BOS, Behörden und Organisationen mit Sicherheitsaufgaben: German public safety
bodies)

3.3.3

Scenario 3: “We are prepared!”

Based on deterrent examples of how influenza viruses have
caused severe crises elsewhere, Germany has made
intensive preparations for the event of a pandemic. All
necessary measures have been taken in advance, so when
a pandemic actually reaches Germany in 2020, public
safety bodies act prudently.
High innovation in the public safety bodies in the years
before the pandemic enables the use of improved
technologies and services. Based on the comprehensive
pandemic preparedness planning the public authorities are
able to ensure the security and supply of the population.
The various civil protection stakeholders at Federal and
Laender levels know their areas of responsibility and
cooperate closely. Permanent regional and trans-regional
stockpiling of technical equipment facilitates strategic
equipment distribution, on the basis of previously-defined
prioritisation criteria. Public safety bodies and
infrastructure operators have sufficient staff, ensuring the
unlimited basic supply of power, drinking water, food and
fuel, as well as the availability of communication networks.
Following the latest legal provisions, the medical services
have implemented comprehensive preparedness measures,
and medical staffs have been trained nationwide. This pays
off, as the virus is highly contagious and hospitals are full.
Drug treatment is available to a sufficient extent, for both
virostatics and other usual drugs. The vaccine is developed
as fast as possible and is available at the peak of the
pandemic. 40% of the population is already vaccinated.



With five million infected people and 5,000-15,000
fatalities, the extent of the pandemic is limited in
Germany.
With regard to communication, the authorities do their
best give the public optimum information on the overall
situation, on strategies and measures taken. Nevertheless,
the public are nervous and frightened. This may be
because of the pandemic’s progress in other countries, or
because of general distrust in the German authorities,
which is not justified in this case. In addition, the public
may feel that mobility restrictions imposed by the
government are exaggerated. Recommendations not to
use public transport and increased cancelations of big
public events are perceived as restrictions of personal
freedom, adding to negative public feeling.
Correspondingly, new media communication from internet
users and the political front is not objective, but interestdriven and polemic.
But taken as a whole, comprehensive and detailed
preparedness and prudent crisis management contribute
to the comparatively mild outcome.





Figure 6: Scenario 3 “We are
prepared!” The supply flow
and crisis management run
without hindrance. There was
forward-looking planning in
non-crisis times. Permanent
and trans-regional stockpiling
as well as a centrally regulated
distribution system ensure a
comprehensive supply of such
resources as technical equipment, drugs and personnel.
Patient care in hospitals
proceeds smoothly. More than
40% of the population is
vaccinated. Drinking water,
energy, food and fuel supplies
are ensured. Only negative
impacts on everyday life, such
as restricted mobility in public
transport, cause public dissatisfaction. (BOS, Behörden
und
Organisationen
mit
Sicherheitsaufgaben: German
public safety bodies)

4 Conclusions from the Scenarios –
Results from the Expert Workshop
To discuss the selected scenarios and in order to develop
specific recommendations for actions regarding improved
preparedness for real pandemics, INT (Fraunhofer-Institut
für Naturwissenschaftlich-Technische Trendanalysen) in
Euskirchen hosted a workshop with experts from research,
industry and public safety bodies.
The participants discussed and scrutinised the various
conditions and consequences of conceivable pandemic
courses described above in a projection for the year 2020.
Questions considered were, for example: How effective
were the preparedness measures described in the
scenarios? Did authorities, medical services and the
population react properly after the appearance of the
pandemic and how did they deal with the situation?
Which conclusions for improving pandemic prevention and
control measures can be drawn from the specific scenario
courses outlined?
These and more questions were discussed by the experts
during the workshop. Virologists, civil protection
representatives, doctors, sociologists and other experts
contributed with different perspectives and experiences.
The result was the formulation of in part scenario-specific,
in part more general recommendations for action for all
scenarios.



The most significant suggestions for a lasting improvement
of pandemic planning and provisions in Germany were
summarized in six points.

4.1

Preventive Anti-epidemic Measures

One of the most efficient preventive measures for avoiding
or at least reducing the further spread of a pandemic is
giving the public timely and comprehensive information on
how to prevent infection. Many people are not aware of
easy measures to protect themselves from infection with
an influenza virus or other pathogens.
Thus, even in early childhood people should be taught
simple behavioural patterns, such as - as a reflex - correct
hand washing or sneezing into the bend of the elbow.
Specific information campaigns can be also used to in
order to reach teenagers and adults, to name the AIDS
campaigns of the German Federal Centre for Health
Education as an example. Effective measures for example
can be information leaflets or stickers explaining how to
wash your hands properly, widely distributed in public
buildings. Frequent TV information spots can also build up
lasting public awareness, so that people know the proper
behaviour in an acute pandemic situation.

4.2

Anti-epidemic Measures during a Pandemic

If a pandemic occurs and reaches Germany, further
spreading should above all be counteracted by avoiding
contact. Measures to this end can be recommending the



avoidance of crowds or not to use public transport, or
even imposing curfews, depending on to the severity of
the pandemic. People who have to travel, for work or
private reasons, should adapt their travelling habits to the
pandemic situation. This can mean generally keeping a
safe distance from other people, wearing a surgical face
mask or using hand disinfectants. Closing schools can also
be an effective means of lessening the spread or impact of
the pandemic. Thus far, there appear to be no concrete,
standardized guidelines naming the pandemic conditions
that call for schools to be closed. Nevertheless, in the event
of a severe pandemic or a highly aggressive influenza virus,
closing schools right after the first influenza cases appear
in Germany could help to interrupt the infection chain in
good time. If children, and where necessary the parents,
have to stay at home, the risk of infection can diminish.
Together with other anti-epidemic measures, avoiding
contact can significantly help to shift the peak of the
pandemic backwards. Extending this time window can be
especially advantageous if a vaccine is not available at the
onset or development and testing are delayed.

4.3

Improving Crisis Communication

In crisis communication during a pandemic, it is vital to
inform the public as early and comprehensively as possible,
and that the information is credible. Only then are people
willing to follow – in some cases restrictive – instructions
from the authorities. To this end, informing the public
every day, at the same time and by the same person,
appears recommendable. This could be a daily briefing on



the pandemic situation during the main TV news at 8 p.m.,
perhaps by the Federal President, the President of the
Robert-Koch-Institute or another person who enjoys public
trust. Medium and long term, a scientific network should
also be built up to provide reliable points of contact for the
media. The aim is to reduce the risk of misinformation,
such as what came in the EHEC-Pandemic in 2011 – in
part from non-specialists. Moreover, expert information
sources should be published for verification purposes,
thereby increasing the reliability of the information
reported.
With constantly changing communications and information behaviour patterns, crisis communication also
needs to adapt continually to emerging technologies and
media platforms, such as the social media. The new media
especially require preventive observation and analysis. This
would not only develop surveillance or early warning
messaging at Twitter or other social media, but also to
allow experts to intervene if internet forums spread
massive misinformation or highly charged opinions.
Crisis communication should especially focus on doctors.
Already during medical studies, future doctors should be
made aware of the importance of public communication
during a pandemic. For many people, the family GP is the
first contact person for questions about the proper
behaviour before and during a pandemic. Standard
guidance from the doctors can lead to more certainty in,
for example, initiating steps to prevent infection in good
time.



4.4

Intensifying Training

So that relief forces and medical staff in hospitals can react
correctly on the outbreak of a pandemic, the necessary
procedures should be determined previously and trained
frequently. Training, not only for dealing with casualties
but especially for coping with highly contagious diseases,
should move more into focus again. So, all the many
regulations and pandemic preparedness plans that already
exist – especially at local level in Germany - need even
closer adaptation to practice. For example, such plans need
to be broken down to meet hospital tasks. Integrating
training sessions into stressful daily routines is difficult
however, particularly in hospitals. So training methods
should be developed which are less time consuming and
do not impede the day-to-day business. Thinkable would
be virtual training platforms, perhaps with computer
simulations, which train how to deal with a high number
of influenza patients. Such simulations can also identify
staff or material shortages.
Societal developments such as the demographic change
also need to be taken into account when developing
training and exercises for the future. Special needs for
rescuing, treating and caring for the elderly - who may
have physical mobility handicaps for example - should not
have a negative impact on the quality or speed of
treatment and care in a pandemic.



4.5

Improving Strategic Measures for Pandemic
Readiness

Certain consumables or equipment can fast run short after
the outbreak of a pandemic. So sufficient stockpiling is
recommended, even if the consumables frequently need to
be renewed or equipment needs to be kept in good
condition. This covers items such as disposable syringes,
face masks or disinfectants, medical equipment like
respirators, technical equipment like emergency backup
generators, and other resources necessary during a crisis.
Additionally, the distribution of equipment and materials
should be optimized. Within Germany, the pandemic
situation can greatly differ between the regions, which is
why the distribution pattern needs to be adapted
regionally or locally. In this context, logistic structures for
rapid resource translocation should be developed for the
case when a pandemic is initially active in one region and
breaks out later in another region. This applies for
materials and equipment, but also for relief forces or
mobile vaccination teams, especially if some of them have
already developed immunity. For out-patient medical
treatment, a concept to be considered is determining
certain pharmacies where antiviral drugs can be obtained
during a pandemic, even off-prescription.
Moreover, companies as well – especially SMEs – should be
strongly encouraged to develop their own pandemic
preparedness plans and to train their staff. In the case of a
severe pandemic outbreak it could be quite possible that
public safety bodies are not able to give support because



of their full workload. This is where an internal pandemic
preparedness plan should kick in immediately.

4.6

Prevention by Vaccination

In order to get more people vaccinated, the issue of
prevention by vaccination needs to shift more into the
foreground and be discussed more positively in public. This
calls for information, clarification, and, if necessary, image
campaigns, especially after the negative experiences from
swine flu vaccination. In addition, there needs to be
greater vaccination competence in primary health care and
in health insurance. On the one hand, this calls for
improved education for medical students. On the other
hand, instruction and training in vaccination and infection
prevention, organised by the health insurances for
example, could enable doctors to better care for their
patients and to convince them of the necessity of
vaccination and general hygiene.
Successful infection prevention by vaccination also includes
a clear definition of responsibilities within the health
system. For the purpose of a vaccination strategy, the
question of who pays and which doctors vaccinate should
be clarified in advance.



5 Discussion
While some of the recommendations are designed for the
acute pandemic case, several of them are already valid for
today and can already be implemented. They serve
prevention and readiness for a future outbreak of an
influenza pandemic.
Preventive measures can contribute to impede the spread
of a virus and thereby limit the severity of the pandemic.
They are an important key to protecting people from the
risks of a pandemic. Moreover, prevention has the
advantage of always being less expensive than intervention. Early investment in drug stocks, technical
equipment or strategic planning pays off in the light of the
economic damage to be expected of a pandemic. The
message might be trivial, but is of fundamental
importance: a rapid reaction of civil protection authorities
and relief forces, as well as the swift introduction of
countermeasures at the outbreak of the pandemic can
only achieve optimum development on the basis of
thorough and coordinated preparation beforehand and on
comprehensive and responsible crisis communication
during the pandemic. To this end, not least required are
improved human resources and finance, in order to
achieve the optimum implementation of national and
regional pandemic preparedness, as well as to promote the
expansion of coordinated and cross-organisation training
and exercise programmes.
Notwithstanding, the recommendations stemming from
the systematic scenarios of this project should serve as an



impulse and discussion base for those players in
government, industry and society who are responsible for
improving pandemic preparedness in Germany, where it
concerns civil protection and the protection of critical
infrastructures by developing and optimizing preventive
and counter measures.
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